Experienced counselors and engaging programming make the Adventure Zone experience one that will create lasting memories for young guests from 3 to 12 years of age. With morning, afternoon and evening sessions, the Adventure Zone gives youthful visitors an opportunity to explore America’s Resort with activities designed specifically for their ages. Participants also benefit from low child-to-counselor ratios.

Information: Children must be at least 6 years old to participate in the evening program and at least 3 years old and potty trained to participate in the daytime programs.

Pick-Up & Drop-Off Times: Children must be dropped off at the specific time in order to participate in activities. There is a 15-minute grace period for pick-up from the Adventure Zone programs. After 15 minutes, there will be an additional charge of $20 per child, per 30 minutes.

Cancellation Policy: Reservations must be canceled by 6:00pm the day before your scheduled reservation. A cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not meet this requirement.
Great for individual play or group parties are our eight bowling lanes, billiards table, air hockey and a video arcade. The lanes have built-in kiddie bumpers and lane-by-lane multi-colored rope lights, which add to the flexibility and fun.

**Location:** Between the Indoor Pool and the Greenbrier Spa

**Individual Play** (includes shoe rental) $10 per person, per game.

**Children 12 years of age and younger** $5 per game, per child.

**Group Play and Reserved Lanes** – (advanced reservations per lane, per hour – 4-lane maximum) Sunday through Thursday - $135; Fridays, Saturdays and holiday periods - $160.

**Private Events (Buy-Out)** – Sunday through Thursday - Two hours - $2,200 plus $800 for each additional hour up to four hours; Friday, Saturday and Holiday periods - Two hours - $2,500 plus $1,200 for each additional hour up to four hours.

During the height of the Cold War, the U.S. Government built a relocation facility for Congress at The Greenbrier, and today the resort offers tours of this once top-secret bunker. Built in conjunction with an above ground addition to the hotel, the West Virginia Wing, the Bunker now offers a fascinating reminder of The Greenbrier’s unforgettable history. Each tour lasts approximately 90 minutes and is available for persons 10 years and older. Advanced registration is required and can be made through the reservations department, concierge or the bunker office.

**Location:** Departs from the registration desk located in the Trellis Lobby.

**Adult Bunker Tour Rate:** $39, inclusive of Historic Preservation Fund and Taxes

**Children’s Bunker Tour Rate, Ages 10-18:** $20, inclusive of Historical Preservation Fund and Taxes

**Private Bunker Tour Rate, 1-25 persons before 5:00 PM:** $850 plus $25 Service Charge, plus HPF, $55.25, plus WV sales tax, $55.82; Total $986.07

**Private Bunker Tour Rate, 1-25 persons, 5:00 PM-6:30 PM:** (Tours after 5 PM require two tour guides) $1,245 plus Service Charge $100; HPF, $80.93, plus WV tax, $88.56, Total $1,511.48

**Private Bunker Tour Rate, 1-25 persons, 6:30 PM-8:00 pm:** $1,245 plus Service Charge $150; HPF, $80.93, plus WV tax, $88.56, Total $1,564.48

*Open daily with these exceptions (closed for maintenance) November 8 - 11

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.

**PROHIBITED ITEMS:** Bags of any kind, cameras, electronic equipment of any kind, and weapons are prohibited.
For players of all levels, croquet is often a pleasant surprise during a visit to The Greenbrier. Arrangements can be made on an individual basis, or groups can secure the entire Springhouse Croquet Lawn and host a tournament.

- **Location:** Springhouse Croquet Lawn (adjacent to the North Lawn and Spring Row Cottages and is a two-minute walk from the North Entrance)

- **Rates:** Adults: $20 per hour  
  Children (ages 13 - 17): $10 per hour

- **Group play:** $400 for first hour and $10 per person for each additional hour. Instructor included. 16 persons may play at one time, and up to 32 persons can easily play per hour.

  Service Charge of 22% added to all Group Croquet events.

  **CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.

---

The Greenbrier Stables offers a variety of activities including multiple horseback riding options, carriage rides and sleigh rides. Children must be 6 years old for all rides.

- **Location:** Kate’s Mountain Adventures shop in the North Entrance Corridor.

- **Horseback Rides:**
  - **Group Valley View Ride:** approximately 50 minutes.
  - **Private Valley View Ride:** approximately 50 minutes.
  - **Private Mountain Ride:** approximately 50 minute or a 1 hour and 50 minute ride is available. (This ride is for the more experienced rider who rides Multiple times a year)

- **Daily Carriage Ride:** approximately 50 minutes.
  - **Private Carriage Ride:** Please call Kate’s Mountain Adventures directly at extension 7183.

- **Sleigh Ride / Winter Carriage Ride:** approximately 25 minutes.
  - **Private Sleigh:** Sleigh/Winter Carriage rides are subject to favorable weather conditions and at least four inches of snow. Please call Kate’s Mountain Adventures directly at extension 7183.

- **Dress Code:** Long pants and closed-toe shoes are required (jeans or jodhpurs)

  English Saddles are utilized for all horseback rides. Riding helmets are provided for guests and required to be worn at all times while riding. A liability waiver must be signed at Kate’s Mountain Adventures by guests age 18 and older. Guests younger than age 18 must have a waiver signed by a parent or guardian.

  **CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
**FALCONRY**

Falconry, the art of tracking game using trained birds of prey, has been performed for more than 4,000 years. Today, The Greenbrier brings this ancient practice to its guests through lessons taught by trained professionals. In addition to daily classes, groups can enjoy private demonstrations during group functions. There is no age limit if an adult accompanies children. Visit [greenbrieroutfitters.com](http://greenbrieroutfitters.com) for additional details.

- **Location:** Transportation from Greenbrier Outfitters located next to the Outdoor Pool.
- **Rates:**
  - Beginner: $145 per person.
  - Intermediate: $185 per person.
- **Private Group Beginner Lesson:** 90 minutes, up to 10 guests: $1,450.
- **Private Group Demonstration:** 30 minutes, up to 50 guests: $1,050. 1 hour, $1,520.

*Greenbrier Outfitters cancellation policy is 72 hours for corporate and special events, 24 hours for social events. Automatic 22% service charge applies to all activities.*

---

**ESCAPE ROOM**

Rise to the challenge of our Escape Room. Our Wizard of Oz & Titanic themes are an exciting challenge as you and your team follow clues, solve riddles and share information and ideas in order to solve a mystery and escape before your time runs out. Beat the fastest times and become a Greenbrier legend.

- **Rate:** $29 per guest inclusive of HPF and Sales tax.

Private sessions are available. Please contact extension 7810 for details.

**CANCELLATION POLICY:**
Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
FISHING

Fishing opportunities abound at The Greenbrier. Howard’s Creek flows right through the heart of the resort and is a trophy fly fishing trout stream. There are several lakes on the property that hold bass, carp and catfish, along with various panfish. Fishing is not just limited to the resort, though.

There are numerous local streams in the area. The Greenbrier is just 15 minutes from Lake Tuckahoe, which is a trophy catch-and-release bass area. Just across the border in Virginia are the Jackson and James Rivers, and here in West Virginia, the Greenbrier River is just a couple of miles downstream from the resort. Of course it’s impossible to mention fishing in this area without the New River. It is one of the oldest rivers in the world, which might explain why the walleye in the New River are considered the oldest genetic strain. The New River is also one of the best small mouth bass fisheries in the U.S.

Whatever your preferred species to fish — whether it is trout or the fish of 10,000 casts, the muskellunge, you’ll find it here. If you are not sure what fish you’re hoping to find, one of our guides can help you. Both wading trips and float fishing trips are offered, ranging from a 1 hour fly fishing casting clinic to a full 8 hour day. Whatever your discipline, be it fly fishing or spin casting, The Greenbrier has a trip and species of fish to meet your needs.

CANCELLATION POLICY: Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.

FITNESS CENTER

For fitness-minded guests, we offer both resistance training equipment and cardiovascular equipment. Children must be 16 years old to use equipment unless accompanied by an adult. No reservations required.

■ Location: Tennis Pro Shop, adjacent to the Greenbrier’s Springhouse; a 2-minute shuttle ride or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation available

■ Rates: Use of Fitness Equipment is included in the daily resort fee
Daily exercise classes and personal training are available.

**Fitness Classes**
- Aerobics Studio adjacent to the Indoor Pool; mountain hikes begin at the Tennis & Fitness Club

**Rates:**
- **Couples Evaluation** - $225 (1 hour)
- **Fitness Classes** - $30 per person
- **Fitness Evaluation** - $155 (1 hour)
- **Fitness Evaluation and Training Combo** - (2 hours) $225
- **Golf Stretch/Workout** - $95
- **His & Hers Training** - $160 (1 hour)
- **Mountain Hike** - (1 hour) $40 per adult, (2 hours) $60 per adult

**Private Mountain Hikes** - 1 - 2 hours: $125 (2-3 guests)
- $250 (4-5 guests), $50 per person 6 or more guests

**One-On-One Training** - (1/2 hour) $75, (1 hour) $95

**Private Group Fitness Class**:
- $225 (3-6 guests), $300 (7-10 guests), $450 (11-15 guests), $30 per person 16+

**Private Group Walk** - $320 (25 guests or fewer), $18 per person (more than 25 guests)

*Abs Blast, Aquacise, Body Sculpt, Boot Camp, Gentle Yoga, HIIT, Mediation, Mountain Hike, Power Walk, Spin Zone, YogaFit and Zumba.

22% service charge applies.

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.

---

**Lawn Games**

**Cost:** $375 for selection of up to 4 games. Typical setup is for 2 to 3 hours. $165 to rent individual equipment up to 2 sets.

**Suggested locations:** Most popular areas- Howard’s Creek Lodge, Chesapeake Terrace and Croquet Lawn. Guests can choose any other locations. In case of inclement weather, some games may be played indoors as space allows.

A coordinator will be there to give brief tutorials of game and organize play if groups choose to make it competitive.

Contact the Tennis & Fitness Center or extension 7179

22% service charge applies.

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
The Greenbrier is proud to be home to an award-winning collection of golf courses unlike any in the world. With newly restored courses, including The Old White and The Meadows, we invite you to experience all that we have to offer.

■ Location: Golf Pro Shop located in the lower level of The Golf Club and adjacent to the Tennis Club and Outdoor Pool, is a 2-minute shuttle ride or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation available.

■ Rates:  THE OLD WHITE COURSE  
High Season (May - October): 18 Holes - $395, Twilight Golf after 3:00pm - $295  
Shoulder Seasons (March 27 - April 30):  
18 Holes - $245, Twilight Golf after 2:00pm - $195  
*Forecaddie required before 3:00pm during High Season, base forecaddie fee included in rate with suggested gratuity payable directly to the forecaddie. Two player minimum.*

THE MEADOWS COURSE  
High Season (May - October): 18 Holes - $245,  
Twilight Golf after 3:00pm – 18 Holes - $195,  
Family Golf after 3:00pm - $195  
Shoulder Seasons (March 27 - April 30): 18 Holes - $165,  
Twilight Golf after 2:00pm - $95  
Winter Season (December 1 - December 31): 18 Holes - $100  

THE GREENBRIER COURSE (9 Hole Course)  
High Season (May 3 - October 17): 18 Holes - $175, 9 Holes - $125,  
Family Golf after 4:00pm - $145,  
Twilight Golf after 3:00pm - $95

Prorated rain checks may be issued during inclement weather for play of 14 holes or fewer. All three courses are serviced by a snack stand and beverage carts, in addition to the Ryder Cup Snack Bar.  
Personal coolers are not permitted.

CANCELATION POLICY: Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity.  
A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
Our team of expert golf instructors is proud to offer a wide variety of programming at The Greenbrier Golf Academy. Led by Director of Instruction Billy Winters, voted the best instructor in West Virginia by Golf Digest, The Academy offers the following instructional opportunities.

- **Location:** Golf Pro Shop located in the lower level of The Golf Club and adjacent to the Tennis Club and Outdoor Pool, is a 2-minute shuttle ride or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation available.

- **Instructional Offerings:**
  - **PRIVATE LESSONS**
    - 50 Minute Adult - $150 ($40 per additional student)
    - 30 Minute Adult - $85 ($30 per additional student)
    - 50 Minute Junior* - $85 ($35 per additional student)
    - 30 Minute Junior* - $50 ($25 per additional student)
  - **FULL SWING & SHORT GAME CLINICS**
    - 50 Minute Adult - $75
    - 50 Minute Junior* - $50
  - **ON-COURSE PLAYING LESSONS**
    - 18 Holes - $500 ($130 per additional student)
    - 9 Holes - $300 ($80 per additional student)
  - **HALF DAY GOLF SCHOOL**
    - 3 Hours of Instruction - $300 per student, maximum of 8 students
  - **MULTI-DAY GOLF SCHOOL**
    - Includes 9 hours of golf instruction, complimentary round on arrival day, lunch with instructor, gift package and take-home video analysis - $1,200 per student (Customized packages available to fit student needs)

*Junior rates available for private lessons and clinics to those ages 15 or younger.

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
On a daily basis, Greenbrier Outfitters offers guided mountain biking rides, hiking, guided kayak trips and bike rentals, as well as Alpine Tower climbing clinics. In addition, they can arrange group mountain biking and/or kayaking trips, as well as scavenger hunts, a Team Development Course with high and low elements and other corporate development skills. Both indoor and outdoor team development activities can be customized for your group. Visit greenbrieroutfitters.com for additional details. Age limits apply for some activities.

- **Location:** Outdoor Swimming Pool (2-minute shuttle or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation available)

- **Rates:**
  - **ALPINE TOWER:** $140 per person; $1,400 Private Event (up to 10 guests), $140 additional guest
  - **AERIAL ADVENTURE COURSE:** $145 per person; $1,450 Private Event (up to 10 guests), $145 additional guest
  - **AERIAL ADVENTURE COMBO:** $265 per person; $2,650 Private Event (up to 10 guests), $265 additional guest
  - **BIKING:** Comfort Bike Rental: Half day $45; full day $90; $25 (Child) per person. Full-Suspension Mountain Bike Rental: $70; full day $140 per person
  - **BUBBLE SOCCER:** $140+ per person. Available March 1st–January 1st. The activity will be unavailable while NFL team is here and also days there are special events using fields at Sports Performance Center. Participants must be 14 years old unless activity is reserved as a private event. Minimum of 4 participants is required. Private events are minimum 10 participants or payment for 10. Activity is a 2 hour experience.
  - **E-BIKE RENTAL:** An e-bike is an electric bicycle with an integrated electric motor to assist the rider’s pedal power. These bikes are perfect for exploring the hills and valleys of The Greenbrier’s 11,000 acres. Adult: Half Day $70, Full Day $140
  - **GREENBRIER RIVER TRAIL SHUTTLE:** $92.50 per person. Guided Greenbrier River Trail Shuttle (daily by reservation). 2 Hours, $1,290 (up to 10 guests), $129 per additional guest. 4 Hours, $1,450, $129 per additional guest
  - **MOUNTAINEER EXPERIENCE (ARCHERY, TOMAHAWKS AND AIR RIFLE SHOOTING):** $145 per person; Private Event $1,450; additional guest $145. Experience the feel of traditional archery with experienced instructors and permanent facilities. Customary equipment includes traditional re-curve bows and arrows. In addition to archery, try your skills with high powered pellet rifles. Participants will have the opportunity to shoot at a wide variety of kinetic pellet rifle targets. The range is designed to offer participants of all ages the chance to be successful. Guests will then learn the skill of tomahawk throwing. Under the instruction of an experienced guide learn the proper technique to stick the Tomahawk in the wood target. Prior to entering the shooting range, participants will receive a safety briefing and introduction. Come test your ability at different range stations and varying targets, yardage and angles. This traditional activity proves entertaining for a wide range of participants. Allow 2 hours; Offered Monday through Saturday at 10:00 am. Participants must be at least 10 years old.  
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PAINTBALL CHALLENGE: $145 per person; Private Event $1,450; additional guest $145

PADDLING BOARDING: $175 per person; Private Event $1,750; additional guest is $175

RECREATIONAL KAYAKING: $145 per person; Private Event is $1,450; additional guest $145

SCAVENGER OX: $75 per person. A fusion of group thinking and interactive challenges in a race across, through, and around The Greenbrier using participant’s smart phones. Once the race starts, teams will use their skills and any means necessary to gain the most amount of points as they decode the history of The Greenbrier and be declared the champion. Using our custom smart phone app, teams can monitor one another’s progress and watch the live leaderboard. This will be the most exciting scavenger hunt in which you have ever participated. Families and groups can work together as one team or split up into smaller groups to make it a competition no one will soon forget.

Greenbrier Outfitters cancellation policy is 72 hours for corporate and special events, 24 hours for social events. Automatic 22% service charge applies to all activities.

WHITEWATER RAFTING
Enjoy a thrilling day of rafting at one of the nation’s top whitewater rafting locations. The friendly professionals at Class VI Outfitters, part of Adventures on the Gorge, Inc., will guide you on your exciting journey through the New River. Private group trips can also be arranged (including trips on the challenging Gauley River). Children must be at least 12 years old and must weigh at least 100 lbs. Participating guests ages 13 - 17 must have parental consent. Please note there is a 100-minute transfer time (each way).

CANOPY TOURS
Buckle up for a tree-tops canopy zip line tour, and see the flora and fauna of the forest from a whole different viewpoint! The Canopy Tour takes guests through 10 zips, five cable bridges, one rappel station and overviews of Mill Creek. Rated as "low adventure," the Canopy Tour offers guests of all ages the opportunity to see nature from a different perspective.
Our Kate’s Mountain Gun Club offers various methods of shooting amidst the picturesque Allegheny Mountains. Fees include shotgun, shells, hearing protection, safety glasses and shooting vest. There is a minimum age of 16. Parental consent required.

- **Location:** Kate’s Mountain Adventures, a shuttle will transport to the Gun Club

- **Trap Shooting:** Trap shooting has been a sport since the late 18th century, when live game birds were used. Live birds were used until the 1860s when glass balls were used to replace the shooting of live birds. The first clay target was invented in 1880 by Fred Kimble. The targets were made of coal-tar, pitch and other components.

  Today, trap shooting consists of throwing 25 single target away from the shooter. There are five shooting stations arrayed in an arc located 16 yards behind the trap house. A squad of up to five shooters will shoot in rotation at each of the five different stations. The trap machine oscillates left to right within a 54 degree arc (up to 27 degrees right and left of center);and at least a 34 degree arc (up to 17 degrees right and left of center); and the shooter does not know the angle of the target. This activity is perfect for novice, intermediate and advanced shooters.

- **Skeet Shooting:** Skeet shooting was invented in 1920 by Charles Davis and William H. Foster of Andover, Massachusetts. Davis and Foster created a shooting game which they called “shooting around the clock.” The original game was in the form of a circle with a radius of 25 yards and with the circumference marked off like the face of a clock. The trap house was set at the 12-o’clock position. Skeet shooting today consists of two houses, one being the High House and the other being the Low House. The shooting stations follow a semi circle shape and consist of eight stations. A round of Skeet is 25 targets in a set sequence of singles and simultaneous doubles. This activity is best for intermediate and advanced shooters.

- **Sporting Clays:** Sporting clays is a form of clay pigeon shooting that simulates the sport of live bird hunting. During the 19th century, the gentleman’s sport of live bird shooting was a very popular pastime and was considered high fashion and great entertainment. The Greenbrier’s sporting clays course located on Kate’s Mountain weaves a half-mile through a mix of hardwoods and towering pines. The course was designed by Justin Jones and John Higgins of the British School of Shooting in 2001. The course presents the shooter with 10 different shooting stations and each has two shooting stands. The mountainous topography on Kate’s Mountain provides a multitude of target presentations, which include fast flying grouse, driven pheasant, bolting rabbits and springing teal. Sporting clays are a great activity for all skill levels from the first time novice to the master shot.

- **Shooting Instruction:** Private shooting instruction is available from our team of certified shooting instructors. Our instructors have been certified with the British School of Shooting or through the National Sporting Clay’s Association. Whether you are a novice, intermediate or an experienced shooter, professional instruction is a great way to gain experience on the basic fundamentals of shooting and shooting techniques. The Greenbrier also offers youth shooting instruction for 13 to 15 years of age.

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
Glide into winter at The Greenbrier with our brand new state-of-the-art ice-skating rink. Located on the Rhododendron Patio, just outside the doors of the indoor pool, the rink provides a festive atmosphere and incredible views of the hotel for skaters of all ages. Beginners can enjoy time on the ice with the help of training aids, while experts guide gracefully around the ice and enjoy the fresh mountain air.

**Rates:**

- **Ice Skating Rates:**
  - $25 per day with skate rental
  - $12 per day without skate rental.

- **Fees For Non-Registered Guests:**
  - $40 per day with skate rental
  - $20 per day without skate rental
JEPP ADVENTURES
Get behind the wheel of a specially equipped Jeep Wrangler Rubicon and explore the mountains of West Virginia. Our highly trained Off Road Adventure guides will accompany and instruct up to three guests per vehicle on advanced driving techniques necessary to traverse The Greenbrier’s private 11,000-acre mountain preserve. The terrain will vary from modest unpaved roads to some of the most extreme on the East Coast. The thirty-mile course has rocks, ruts, creek crossings, steep hills, gulleys and mud pits. One and two-hour sessions are available seven days a week departing at 9:30am, 11:30am, 1:30pm and 3:30pm.

Minimum age to drive is 16 years old, with a valid driver’s license. Passenger minimum age is 8 years old. Drivers must be at least 25 years old to drive minor passengers. Drivers under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult.

Maximum of three guests per vehicle. Driving time may be shared by all guests. The two-hour session is recommended for multiple drivers. All drivers must provide a valid driver license at check in. Passengers must be at least eight (8) years of age. Advance registration is required. For more information or to make reservations, call 855-453-4858 (Option 1).

Dress Code: Resort casual outdoor attire is recommended. Closed-toe shoes or boots required.

Location: Kate’s Mountain Adventures shop in the North Entrance Corridor

Rates: ONE HOUR SESSION: $295 per vehicle
TWO HOUR SESSION: $395 per vehicle
Gratuity, tax and Historic Preservation Fund are additional.
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JEEP-PULLED TROLLEY TOURS
See the historic Greenbrier property with historical narration. Covered open air trolley with 16 seats. The 20-minute tour begins at the North Entrance, travels to the Golf Club then to the Front Circle and back to the North Entrance. Blankets are provided as needed. Coupons are provided for hot chocolate from the Ice Skating Rink when in operation (approximately Dec. 1 through February).

Rates: OFFERED SEASONALLY: $16.50 per guest plus 22% gratuity; children able to sit on the lap of adult are complimentary
PRIVATE TROLLEY TOURS: (may be reserved year-round) $220 plus 22% gratuity
ADDITIONAL 20 MINUTES: $75 per session

POLARIS RZR DRIVING ADVENTURE
Get behind the wheel of the most extreme ORV on the planet and explore the majestic mountains of West Virginia like never before. Our highly trained Off Road Adventure guides will lead and instruct you and up to 3 passenger in your own Polaris RZR utilizing most of the same routes as our Jeeps as noted above.

Up to four guests per ORV. Multiple ORV’s can be reserved for larger groups. Minimum age requirement is 16 years for drivers and 12 years of age for passengers. Helmets and eye protection will be supplied and are required as are closed-toe shoes or boots. Please wear appropriate attire and be prepared to get a little of the mountain mud on you. Advance registration is required. For more information or to make reservations, call 855-453-4858 (Option 1).

Location: Offered at 10:00am & 2:00pm Daily at Kate’s Mountain Adventures shop in the North Entrance Corridor

Rates: TWO HOUR SESSION: $395 per vehicle.
Gratuity, tax and Historic Preservation Fund are additional.

CANCELLATION POLICY: Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.
**POLARIS SLINGSHOT**
Explore the Greenbrier Valley and beyond in a two-seat, 3-wheeled open air roadster that is street legal and packs 173 horsepower into a lightweight design for the ultimate thrill ride. Feel the power and precision of these unique vehicles as you traverse different elevations and breath in the fresh air of the West Virginia countryside. Offered at 9:00am and 1:00pm daily.

| Rates:          | HALF DAY: $299 (3.5 Hours) |
|                | FULL DAY: $399 (7.5 Hours) |

| Hours:         | HALF DAY: 9:00am - 12:30pm |
|               | or 1:00pm - 4:00pm         |

| FULL DAY:      | 9:00am - 4:30pm            |

**AGE REQUIREMENTS:** Drivers must be at least 25 years old and have a valid driver’s license. Passengers must be at least twelve (12) years old and be able to grasp the handholds and firmly plant their feet with back fully against the seat back rest.

All drivers must provide a valid driver’s license at check in.

**SEGWAY TOURS**
Explore The Greenbrier by self-balancing battery powered Segway – no experience required. Experience and enjoy the ease of use and the thrill of touring our historic grounds at speeds of up to 12mph! Total duration, including introduction and warm up, is about an hour and 15 minutes. Minimum age requirement is 14 years of age and weigh at least 100 pounds.

Children under 18 must be accompanied by an adult. Closed-toed athletic type shoes are required. Helmets are required and provided. Advance registration is required. For more information or to make reservations, call 855-453-4858 (Option 1).

Tours begin at 10:00am and 2:00pm.

| Location:      | A three-minute walk or catch the Golf Club/Outdoor Pool shuttle from the North Entrance to the Segway practice area on Tennis Stadium Drive (Guest Parking Lot #11 immediately adjacent to the “Dollhouse”) just below the Artist Colony Shops and just a few yards from our iconic Springhouse. Look for the distinctive tents and signs. |

| Rates:         | $119 per person. Gratuity, tax and Historic Preservation Fund are additional |
Indoor and outdoor pools are available at The Greenbrier. Both are heated and are equipped with locker facilities, towels and a swim shop. An adult must accompany children under the age of 10. A certified lifeguard is on duty during hours of operation.

**INDOOR POOL**
The Greenbrier’s gorgeous indoor swimming facility is a 30-meter, small tile pool opened in 1912. It has one lap lane. Maximum depth is 9 feet deep, while the shallow end is 3 feet in depth. Approximate size is 102 x 39 feet. Hours of operation vary by season. Food and beverage service available seasonally.

**OUTDOOR POOL**
Opened in 2014, this pool replaced the original outdoor pool built in 1956. Zero entry mimics the gradual entry of a lake or pond and the stunning infinity edge shows off the beautiful mountain views. Maximum depth is five feet at the infinity edge, while the mid-section of the dual-oval-kidney shaped pool is two to four feet in depth. The approximate size 90 x 50 feet. Season is generally May through second weekend in October. Food & Beverage Service is available from Tree Tops Café, located on the deck of the Outdoor Pool. Full lunch menu and full bar service available.

**Location:** Indoor Pool is adjacent to The Greenbrier Spa. Outdoor Pool is a 2-minute shuttle or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation is available.

**Rates:**

- **SWIMMING LESSONS (INDOOR POOL):** Minimum age is three (3) years of age. Private one-half hour - $75. Private full hour - $125. Additional children same family or additional lessons, 50% off. Service Charge of 22% added to all swimming lesson and Lifeguard fees.

- **FULL DAY CABANA RENTAL:** $250 for a full day rental with a maximum of 6 guests. Includes a dedicated server and bottled water. Rentals are scheduled through Tree Tops Café Manager.

- **HALF DAY CABANA RENTAL:** $175 Rental fee for the Cabana for either 10:00 am – 1:00 pm or 1:30 pm – close with a maximum of 6 guests. Includes a dedicated server and bottled water. Rentals are scheduled through Tree Tops Café Manager.

*Private Lifeguard – Required for all after hours Pool Parties - $65 per hour, minimum two hours for up to 15 swimmers; 16 -25 swimmers – two lifeguards are required; 26 – 40 swimmers – three lifeguards are required. Service Charge of 22% added to all Lifeguard fees.*
Challenge yourself to a game of tennis on one of five Har-Tru outdoor tennis courts or five newly resurfaced Decoturf (hard) indoor courts (proper tennis shoes required). Allow one of our talented professionals to facilitate a private group clinic or offer one-on-one strategy and playing techniques during a private lesson. Reservations are requested for private lessons.

**Location:** Tennis & Fitness Club (2-minute shuttle or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation is available.)

**Rates:** Indoor/Outdoor: Singles and Doubles: 46/hour
- **Center Court at Creekside:** $65 (60 minutes) Decoturf
- **Tennis Racket Rental:** $10 per day
- **Tennis Shoe Rental:** $10 per day
- **Ball Hopper Rental:** $10 per day
- **Ball Machine:** $54 per hour
- **Private Lessons, Indoor/Outdoor (Center Court add $100):**
  - Private - $85 (30 minutes), $120 (50 minutes)
  - Semi-Private - $160 (50 minutes)
  - Family Private Instruction - Pricing varies per participant
- **Group Lessons/Daily Clinics:** $60 per person
- **Racket Stringing Available**

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.

Enjoy one of the fastest growing sports in the U.S. A game for all ages and all abilities, rules are simple and easy to learn. Our professional staff can also provide instruction and tips on how to get started. 2 courts available at the Tennis & Fitness Club. Reservations suggested.

**Location:** Tennis Pro Shop (2-minute shuttle or 5-minute walk from the North Entrance; complimentary transportation is available.)

**Rates:** Indoor/Outdoor:
- **Singles and Doubles:** 46/hour
- **Center Court at Creekside:** $65 (60 minutes) Decoturf
  - **Tennis Racket Rental:** $10 per day
  - **Tennis Shoe Rental:** $10 per day
  - **Ball Hopper Rental:** $10 per day
  - **Ball Machine:** $54 per hour
- **Private Lessons, Indoor/Outdoor (Center Court add $100):**
  - Private - $85 (30 minutes), $120 (50 minutes)
  - Semi-Private - $160 (50 minutes)
  - Family Private Instruction - Pricing varies per participant
- **Group Lessons/Daily Clinics:** $60 per person
- **Racket Stringing Available**

**CANCELLATION POLICY:** Reservations must be canceled at least 24 hours before the time of the activity. A non-cancellation fee will be charged to those who do not follow this procedure.